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Global seismic data reveal little water in the mantle transition zone
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Knowledge of the Earth’s present water content is necessary to constrain the amount of water and other 
volatiles the Earth acquired during its formation and the amount that is cycled back into the interior 
from the surface. This study compares 410 and 660 km discontinuity depth with shear wave tomography 
within the mantle transition zone to identify regions with seismic signals consistent with water. The 
depth of the 410 and 660 km discontinuities is determined from a large updated dataset of SS-S410S 
and SS-S660S differential travel times, known as SS precursors. The discontinuity depths measured from 
binning and stacking the SS precursor data are then compared to the shear velocity model HMSL-S06 
in the transition zone. Mapping all the possible combinations, very few locations match the predictions 
from mineral physics for the effects of water on discontinuity depth and shear velocity. The predictions, 
although not yet measured at actual transition zone temperatures and pressures, are a shallow 410 km 
discontinuity, a deep 660 km discontinuity, and a slow shear velocity. Only 8% of the bins with high-
quality data are consistent with these predictions, and the calculated average water content within these 
bins is around 0.6 wt.%. A few isolated locations have patterns of velocity/topography that are consistent 
with water, while there are large regional-scale patterns consistent with cold/hot temperature anomalies. 
Combining this global analysis of long period seismic data and the current mineral physics predictions 
for water in transition zone minerals, I find that the mantle transition zone is generally dry, containing 
less than one Earth ocean of water. Although subduction zones could be locally hydrated, the combined 
discontinuity and velocity data show no evidence that wadsleyite or ringwoodite have been globally 
hydrated by subduction or initial Earth conditions.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Understanding the Earth’s water budget through time requires 
constraining the amount of water that is currently present in the 
Earth’s interior. The amount of water in the interior could be de-
creasing over time by degassing at divergent plate boundaries, 
increasing by transport within subducting oceanic plates, or in bal-
ance between these processes. Water may be able to reach the 
mantle transition zone within metastable mineral phases in cold 
subducting oceanic lithosphere (i.e. slabs) (Angel et al., 2001). Min-
eral physics studies have shown that nominally anhydrous wads-
leyite and ringwoodite could contain close to 3% water (Inoue et 
al., 1995; Kohlstedt et al., 1996), which is a storage capacity of up 
to 10 oceans of water. Since planetary formation models are sen-
sitive to the Earth’s initial water content, it is necessary to put 
bounds on the amount of water in this potential reservoir. The 
mantle transition zone is here defined by global seismic reflec-
tors consistent with phase transitions in the olivine component of 
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the mantle at approximately 410 km (olivine to wadsleyite) and 
660 km depth (ringwoodite to bridgmanite and ferropericlase).

Several studies have measured the effects of water on the 
properties of transition zone minerals and will be summarized 
briefly here. While wadsleyite and ringwoodite can hold up 3 wt.% 
water at ambient conditions (Smyth et al., 2004; Ohtani et al., 
2000), the capacity for water storage decreases with increasing 
temperature such that 1–2 wt.% is often predicted at transition 
zone temperatures and pressures (Bolfan-Casanova et al., 2006;
Mao et al., 2008), but could be as low as 0.2 wt.% (Dixon et al., 
2002; Huang et al., 2005; Hirschmann, 2006; Inoue et al., 2010;
Mao et al., 2012). Inoue et al. (2004) found that the seismologically 
observed bulk sound speed contrast across 410 km discontinuity is 
consistent with a bulk composition that is 60% olivine and 1.5 wt.% 
water. They also measured a lower density and bulk sound velocity 
for hydrous compared to anhydrous wadsleyite. Ab initio calcu-
lations indicate that both shear and compressional velocity will 
decrease by 1.5% for each 1.0 wt.% water added to hydrous wad-
sleyite (up to the maximum of 3.3 wt.%) (Tsuchiya and Tsuchiya, 
2009). Smyth and Frost (2002) observed that water will stabilize 
wadsleyite relative to olivine, and therefore decrease the depth 
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Fig. 1. Cartoon representing the predicted behavior (see Jacobsen and Smyth, 2006) 
of transition zone phases in the presence of a downwelling wet slab or dry mantle 
upwelling colored red/blue because water reduces shear velocity (ignoring tempera-
ture). The schematic phase diagram shows the Clapeyron slopes of dry (black solid) 
and wet (gray dashed) olivine component of the mantle. Ol = olivine, Gt = gar-
net, Cpx = clinopyroxene, Wads = wadsleyite, Ri = ringwoodite, CaPv = calcium 
perovskite, Br = bridgmanite, and Fp = ferropericlase. (For interpretation of the ref-
erences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.)

of the transition such that the 410 km discontinuity would be 
shallower (lower pressure) in the presence of water. By the same 
reasoning, since water is more compatible in ringwoodite than 
bridgmanite and ferropericlase, the 660 km discontinuity is deeper 
(higher pressure) for a hydrous peridotite composition (Litasov et 
al., 2005). In addition to these experimental results, Pearson et al.
(2014) measured 1.4 wt.% water in a ringwoodite inclusion in a 
natural diamond.

Thio et al. (2016) point out that there have been no experi-
ments that measure properties of transition zone materials at both 
the high temperatures and pressures for water-bearing phases. 
From a thermodynamic point of view, since water is more eas-
ily incorporated into wadsleyite than olivine at the top of the 
transition zone and ringwoodite than bridgmanite and ferroperi-
clase at the base of the transition zone, water will expand the 
stability fields of wadsleyite and ringwoodite and increase the 
thickness of the transition zone. This scenario could change if 
other minerals that can incorporate water become stable at the 
high temperatures and pressures of the transition zone. However, 
the consensus from mineral physics (Jacobsen and Smyth, 2006;
Bolfan-Casanova et al., 2006) is that the seismic signature of 
1–2 wt.% water present in the mantle transition zone is slow shear 
velocity, shallow 410 km discontinuity, and deep 660 km disconti-
nuity, Fig. 1.

Mineral physics predictions can be tested by comparing global 
maps of shear wave velocity and discontinuity depth (Helffrich, 
2002). Despite the fact that global tomographic models have de-
creased resolution in the mantle transition zone, most tomographic 
models are in generally good agreement about the large scale fea-
tures such as the emergence of subducted slabs (Ritsema et al., 
2004). Global maps of discontinuity topography are constructed 
by measuring the time difference between the surface-reflected SS 
phase and the S410S and S660S reflections (see Fig. 2 and fur-
ther discussion in the methods section). Although they use differ-
ent methods, there are several reliable global discontinuity studies 
from SS precursors which are also in relatively good agreement 
about the large scale features (Deuss, 2009). Thus, general conclu-
sions can be made by combining any tomography and discontinu-
ity model to examine which regions may be compatible with the 
presence of water. Here I compare an updated map of discontinu-
Fig. 2. Ray geometry of SS precursors, and an actual precursor stack used in this 
study from the NW Pacific including 1133 seismograms. There is a time gap be-
tween the main SS arrival and the precursors. The vertical lines at the pulse peak 
are the SdS arrival times and the small gray lines above the pulse represent the 
error in the pulse peak from the bootstrap random resampling.

Table 1
SS precursor arrival time measurements.

Author Start End Number of data

Flanagan and Shearer (1998) 1976 1995 13,467
Houser et al. (2008a) 1995 2005 26,348
Update 2006 2010 31,577
Total for this study 1976 2010 71,392

ity topography to the shear velocity model HMSL-S06 (Houser et 
al., 2008b).

2. Method

I use the same data and methodology as (Houser et al., 2008a)
to obtain the SS-S410S and SS-S66SS differential times from 2006 
to 2010. Since the S410S and S660S arrivals are too faint to be seen 
above the noise on most individual seismograms, I stack seismo-
grams with high quality SS signals whose bounce points lie within 
5◦ radius bins (Fig. 2). The traces are first deconvolved by the main 
SS pulse and then aligned and stacked according to their arrival 
times measured using cluster analysis (Houser et al., 2008b). The 
SS-S410S and SS-S660S differential times are converted to depth 
using 20 s PREM (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981). For a full de-
scription of the stacking procedure, see Houser et al. (2008a).

This update increases the amount of measured SS arrival times 
by over 40% (Table 1) and improves the SS precursor stack qual-
ity in the northern Pacific, southern Pacific, eastern Asia, Indian 
ocean, northern South America, and north Atlantic. Fig. 3 shows 
the increase in the number of traces per stack in each bin and 
representative stacks from the many different regions before and 
after the update. While the improvement in coverage is dominant 
in the Pacific and eastern Asia, there is improvement in a vari-
ety of tectonic settings. The resulting maps of topography on the 
410 and 660 km discontinuity and transition zone thickness are 
shown in Fig. 4. I used the total combined dataset from Flanagan 
and Shearer (1998), Houser et al. (2008a), and the updated dataset 
of 2006–2010 for the SS precursor stacking. While the update im-
proves coverage in several regions, there are still many areas in 
the southern hemisphere that have too few data to obtain a qual-
ity stack. In Figs. 4, 6 and 7, I do not plot areas where the depth 
error exceeds 20 km.

I compare the updated discontinuity topography to a shear 
velocity model with the same inversion method as HMSL-S06 
but parameterized with 6◦ equal-area blocks (Fig. 5). I use the 
530–660 km depth layer within the transition zone parameterized 
at 6◦ (not 4◦ as in the original HMSL-S06; Houser et al., 2008b) to 
be consistent with the broader sensitivity of the SS precursors. The 
upper mantle is constrained by surface wave phase velocity maps 
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Fig. 3. Map of the increase in the number of traces per stack for this study using 
data through 2010 versus the previous Houser et al. (2008a) study which has data 
through 2005. Dark pink regions have significant improvement in the quality of the 
SS precursor stacks due to more traces contributing to the stack. The color scale sat-
urates at 50 traces/stack, but stacks in the central Pacific have increases of over 500 
traces/stack. Improvement occurs in the northern Pacific, southern Pacific, eastern 
Asia, Indian ocean, northern South America, and north Atlantic. Light blue regions 
have almost the same stack quality as the previous study. (For interpretation of the 
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.)

of Love (Bassin et al., 2000) and Rayleigh (Laske, 2004) waves at 
frequencies of 4–15 mHz, where the lowest frequencies are sensi-
tive to transition zone structure. Although HMSL-S06 does not use 
body waves that turn within the transition zone because the ar-
rival times are complicated by the triplications from the 410 and 
660 km discontinuities, the body waves turning in the uppermost 
lower mantle are partially sensitive to transition zone structure. 
I do not include the compressional wave model HMSL-P06 in this 
analysis since the upper mantle of that model is simply a scaled 
version of the shear wave model and thus does not add any addi-
tional constraint.

To compare the discontinuity topography and shear velocity, 
I use the analysis first described in Houser and Williams (2010). 
The combination of 410 and 660 km discontinuity depth and 
fast/slow seismic velocity anomaly results in 8 possible cases re-
lating these three observations. The left side of Fig. 6 shows the 
western (top) and eastern (bottom) hemispheres, where each circle 
is the bin location for the highest quality stacked precursor data. 
For instance, a stacked trace that has a shallower-than-average 410 
km discontinuity and a deeper-than-average 660 km discontinu-
ity will plot as dark blue if the seismic velocity is fast, or purple 
if the seismic velocity is slow. In general, cool colors are used for 
fast seismic velocities and warm colors are used for slow seismic 
velocities. The seismic velocity used is the 600 km depth slice of 
the 6◦ shear velocity model HMSL-S06 shown in Fig. 5. The right 
side of Fig. 6 highlights the 105 of 1301 bin locations (8%) that are 
consistent with water (slow shear velocity, shallow 410 km discon-
tinuity, deep 660 km discontinuity).

In order to examine any regional velocity–topography relation-
ships, I test the observed patterns against random arrays of points 
on a globe. For instance, there are a few locations in the right 
panel of Fig. 6 where bins consistent with water appear to clus-
ter, but it is not possible to say a region is consistent with water 
unless the clustering exceeds the clustering that could occur by 
random chance. I assign each of the bin locations a random value 
between 1 and 8 for the 8 possible relations of velocity and topog-
raphy shown in Fig. 6, then count how many bins with the same 
value were found within a radius of 20◦ . This process is performed 
1000 times to compute the mean and standard deviation for the 
number of bins with the same value that would be expected if the 
Fig. 4. Topography of the 410 and 660 km discontinuities and the resulting tran-
sition zone thickness where the topography is defined as the elevation above and 
the below the average of 411 km, 650 km, and 239 km respectively. Only bins for 
which the number of traces/stack is greater than 15 and the depth error is less than 
20 km are shown which reduces the bin number from 1464 to 1301.

values were random. For most locations, the mean value is 4–7 
and σ is around 1.5. The maps in Fig. 7 show the bin locations 
for each of the 8 cases separately where +Vs = fast, −Vs = slow, 
−410/660 = shallow, +410/660 = deep. The locations for which 
there are more nearby bins (mean +2σ ) with the same value com-
pared to random are colored according to the scheme in Fig. 6. The 
bins that are within 2σ are plotted as empty circles. A distance of 
20◦ was chosen since it is small enough to represent regional pat-
terns, but large enough to get good statistics in the poorly sampled 
regions.

The signals in seismic data are dominated by the effects of tem-
perature in many regions, but there are very few regions hydrated 
enough to produce a dominant seismic signal. Cases 1–6 show that 
the velocity–topography relationship can be statistically significant 
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Fig. 5. Shear velocity of the mantle transition zone from 530–660 km depth. The 
model is the same as HMSL-S06 (Houser et al., 2008b), but the tomographic in-
version is performed with 6◦ instead of 4◦ equal-area blocks at the equator. This 
velocity model is compared to the topography plotted in Fig. 4 to create the com-
parison map in Fig. 6.

across large regions of the globe. Case 1 (fast shear velocity, shal-
low 410 km discontinuity, deep 660 km discontinuity) is found in 
subduction areas and is consistent with the expected signals from 
a cold thermal anomaly. Likewise, Case 6 with a low shear veloc-
ity, deep 410 km discontinuity, and shallow 660 km discontinuity 
(the signals expected for a vertically continuous warm thermal 
anomaly; Deuss et al., 2013) is statistically significant across the 
mid Pacific. Since the 660 km discontinuity might actually be de-
pressed in hot regions due to the majorite phase transition (Hirose, 
2002; Houser and Williams, 2010), Case 4 with low shear velocity, 
deep 410 km discontinuity, and deep 660 km discontinuity may 
also indicate a temperature anomaly. Indeed, this pattern is ob-
served to be statistically significant across the mid Pacific. Case 8 
of Fig. 7 shows that only a few spots around Antarctica and un-
der Brazil have a signal for water that is greater than random. 
Although the eye detects a possible clustering in the Indian Ocean 
and New Guinea, this clustering does not appear to be statistically 
significant.

To calculate the upper-limit of water concentration in the bins 
with the water signal, I apply Eq. (1) from Suetsugu et al. (2006), 
without the temperature dependent terms, to the seismic observa-
tions of transition zone topography and velocity.

δd = ∂d

∂W
δW

δV s = ∂(δV s)

∂W
δW (1)

where δd is the departure from the average depth (km) of the 410 
or 660 km discontinuities shown in Fig. 4, δV s% is the observed 
shear velocity anomaly shown in Fig. 5, and W is the water con-
tent (wt.%). For comparison with other studies, I choose the same 
values as Mao et al. (2012):

∂(δV /V )

∂W
= −4.5 vel%/wt.% (Mao et al., 2012)

∂d410

∂W
= −15 km/wt.% (Smyth and Frost, 2002)

∂d660

∂W
= 6 km/wt.% (Higo et al., 2001)

Using these values and the measured 410 km and 660 km 
discontinuity topography and shear velocity, I calculate the up-
per limit on the water content since I ignore the temperature-
dependent terms. The distribution of the average water content 
measured in each of the 105 bins consistent with water is shown 
in the left side of Fig. 8. The overall average value is 0.6 wt.% wa-
ter in these portions of the mantle transition zone. This is slightly 
larger than the 0.1% reported by Mao et al. (2012), but expected 
since I do not factor in the effects of temperature. Suetsugu et al.
(2006) obtain larger values for water content in subduction zones 
because they use a smaller value of ∂d

∂W (2.7 km/wt.%) and do not 
use the 410 km discontinuity topography in their calculations. The 
right hand side of Fig. 8 overlays the water content values sep-
arately for each type of data; 410 km discontinuity topography, 
660 km discontinuity topography, and shear velocity anomaly. The 
very low (0–0.2 wt.%) values predominantly come from the ve-
locity measurements, while the very high values (1.5–3.0 wt.%) 
come from the 660 km discontinuity topography measurements. 
Mao et al. (2012) report that the sensitivity of shear velocity to 
Fig. 6. Maps of the western and eastern hemispheres where each circle represents the relative discontinuity topography from the global average in each 5◦ bin. The color-
coding scheme distinguishes bins by the sign seismic velocity anomaly and the elevation of both discontinuities. The purple bins which are consistent with the predictions 
for water are shown magnified in the right column, but represent only 8% of the 1301 bins used for this analysis. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 7. Maps highlighting where each of the 8 observed discontinuity topography–shear velocity relationship cases have more neighboring bins with the same value than 
expected from a random process. Bins for which there are more neighboring bins than random are filled using the same color-coding scheme as in Fig. 6. Empty circles are 
bin locations for which the neighboring bins (within 20◦) with the same value occur less than 2σ + mean times. +Vs = fast, −Vs = slow, −410/660 = shallow, +410/660 
= deep. Case 8 (bottom right, purple) is the velocity/topography relationship that is expected for water in the transition zone. Cases 1 (cold) and 6 (warm) represent the 
expected relationship for velocity/topography with temperature. This analysis demonstrates that the temperature signal has much stronger regional trends than the water 
signal. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
temperature increases at transition zone temperatures compared 
to room temperature. Since the shear velocity variations are about 
0.5% on average, the magnitude of the water anomaly is around 
0.1 wt.%. Likewise, although the 410 and 660 km discontinuities 
have about the same topography range, the 660 km discontinuity 
measurements lead to higher estimates of water content since the 
sensitivity is reported to be half that of the 410 km discontinuity.

3. Discussion

The global long period seismic data observations reported here 
are not compatible with the mineral physics predictions regard-
ing the effects of water on transition zone minerals. Since most 
mantle shear velocity models are in general agreement, and most 
maps of discontinuity topography are in general agreement, the re-
sults shown here are not strongly dependent on the models. The 
seismic data presented here are sensitive to lateral variations in 
rock properties and do not directly measure the background level 
of hydration. If the transition zone is completely saturated or com-
pletely devoid of water, then there would be no seismic signals 
from lateral changes in water content. Interpreting the seismic sig-
nals in terms of changes in water content applies in the interme-
diate case where there is some amount of water in the transition 
zone even if the background level is not known.

The sharpness of the 410 km discontinuity has been considered 
an indicator of water content since the phase transition interval 
will extend from 4 km in the dry case to up to 40 km with com-
plete saturation (Wood, 1995; Helffrich and Wood, 1996; Smyth 
and Frost, 2002). Most short period studies find the 410 km dis-
continuity has a sharpness less than 10 km (Benz and Vidale, 1993;
Neele, 1996; Xu et al., 2003) which can be interpreted as evidence 
against hydrous wadsleyite. However, the relative proportions of 
the initial and final phases within the phase loop is often not lin-
ear, so a sharp seismic discontinuity can arise even from a broad 
phase transition (Stixrude, 1997). Hydrogen also diffuses quickly 
which can sharpen the boundary in areas where vertical flow is 
slower than the diffusion rate (Smyth and Frost, 2002).
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Fig. 8. Left: The distribution of average water concentration values (410value + 660value + V svalue)/3 from each bin with a seismically consistent water signal. The overall 
average of these values is 0.6 wt.% water. Right: Water concentration values from each type of data; 410 km discontinuity topography, 660 km discontinuity topography, and 
shear velocity anomaly.
Recent seismic studies have had mixed results identifying wa-
ter in the transition zone. Cammarano and Romanowicz (2007)
find that their seismic observations are best explained by an up-
per mantle that is faster and a transition zone that is slower than 
predicted for pyrolite. While the reduced seismic velocities within 
the transition zone could be due to water, water does not explain 
their upper mantle measurements, and they favor a gradual in-
crease in the proportion of garnet with depth. Meier et al. (2009)
jointly invert for surface wave velocity and topography and see 
different structure in the 410 km discontinuity topography than 
reported here. Since their 410 km discontinuity is elevated un-
der the Pacific, they propose that the uplift and the slow velocity 
there could be due to water. Their 410 km discontinuity topogra-
phy is highly correlated with the 660 km discontinuity topography 
and an ocean–continent function, indicating that their data may 
have difficulty resolving structure of the discontinuities. Their re-
sults do not seem compatible with precursor data since the high-
est quality SS precursors are under the Pacific, with over 1000 
traces contributing to the stacks in this region, and a depressed 
410 km discontinuity under the Pacific is also observed in other 
precursor studies (Gu et al., 2003; Lawrence and Shearer, 2008;
Deuss, 2009). For an overview of earlier seismic studies regarding 
water in the transition zone, see (Deuss et al., 2013).

Globally, the 410 and 660 km discontinuities are not correlated 
with each other, rather than anti-correlated as expected for both 
temperature or water (Houser et al., 2008a). If water is not dis-
tributed evenly with depth in the transition zone, then perhaps it 
is collecting either in the ringwoodite or the wadsleyite due to ma-
terial flowing across the transition zone. In which case, the 410 km 
discontinuity and the shear velocity should be consistent with wa-
ter in upwelling regions and likewise for the 660 km discontinuity 
and shear velocity in downwelling regions. The strongest signals 
in the transition zone topography and velocities are a thick tran-
sition zone and fast velocities in the circum-Pacific and a thin 
transition zone and slow velocities under the Pacific. The corre-
lation of the 410 km discontinuity topography and shear veloc-
ity should be stronger than the 660 km discontinuity and shear 
velocity since water is more compatible in wadsleyite than ring-
woodite. However, the depressed 410 km discontinuity and slow 
shear velocity where the mantle is flowing upwards under the Pa-
cific plate is not consistent with water, but with temperature. The 
corresponding argument that the 660 km discontinuity and shear 
velocity should be correlated in downwellings is difficult to assess 
because of the strong temperature signal in a down going slab. 
While studies such as Litasov et al. (2005) say that 660 depth is 
more sensitive to water than temperature, such that a thick tran-
sition zone is wet, the fast velocities of the slab due to the cold 
temperatures could hide the signal from water. Thus, more re-
gional studies are necessary to evaluate distribution and concentra-
tion of water in areas of active subduction (Suetsugu et al., 2006;
Zheng et al., 2007).

While the global seismic observations presented here find that 
the mantle transition zone is generally dry, the recent observa-
tion of hydrous ringwoodite in diamonds from a kimberlite pipe 
in Brazil (Pearson et al., 2014) has been interpreted as evidence 
for close to 1 wt.% water in ringwoodite. Another interpretation is 
that water is not compatible at transition zone temperatures and 
pressures for long time scales and will result in melting instabil-
ities that lead to the formation of such kimberlite pipes. Schmerr 
and Garnero (2007) provide a detailed examination of the transi-
tion zone beneath South America using SS precursors, but do not 
observe the same topography pattern under Brazil reported here. 
They find a slightly depressed 410 km discontinuity and a slightly 
elevated 660 km discontinuity. Their observations in the region of 
the slab suggest local dehydration of the slab and storage of water 
tens of kilometers below the uplifted 410 km discontinuity, but no 
regional hydration of the entire transition zone. In addition, Lessing 
et al. (2014)’s observations of PP and SS precursors beneath India 
and western China, an area with hundreds of millions of years of 
subduction of the oceanic Tethys and Indian plates (Stampfli and 
Borel, 2002), show no signal consistent with hydration of the tran-
sition zone.

The assertion here that the mantle transition zone is generally 
dry is compatible with recent results that water could be stable 
in some mineral structures allowing water to pass into the lower 
mantle. Although the hydrous phase H could be stable in the lower 
mantle at low temperatures (Tsuchiya, 2013), the stability field is 
expanded even to the core–mantle boundary for Al-rich phase H 
(Nishi et al., 2014). Similarly, Al-rich phase D has been shown to 
have a stability field that extends into the lower mantle (Pamato et 
al., 2014). Thus, these recent findings motivate questions regarding 
the properties and stability of hydrous phases and melt at lower 
mantle conditions. However, the stability of water in the upper 
mantle and transition zone is still not resolved (Green et al., 2010).

Smyth et al. (2004) propose that the magnitude of seismic ve-
locity variations due to changes in water content in ringwoodite 
could be larger than those from temperature variations. However, 
the discontinuity structure is most consistent with water (elevated 
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410 and depressed 660 km discontinuity) in the circum-Pacific 
subduction zones, but the seismic velocities are usually fast, which 
is expected for a cold subducting slab. Likewise, a large region of 
slow seismic velocities exists under the Pacific as predicted for 
water, but there is a strong, high quality signal indicating that 
the 410 km discontinuity topography is depressed. Since the best 
quality discontinuity topography measurements are within the Pa-
cific, the absence of bins consistent with water there is a strong 
argument against widespread or global storage of water in the 
transition zone. While it is possible that hydration produces seis-
mic signals that are weaker or different than the current mineral 
physics data suggest, there is currently almost no evidence in the 
global seismic data that water from subduction or the deep man-
tle from the early Earth is slowly hydrating the mantle transition 
zone.

4. Conclusion

Examining the long period seismic observations of discontinu-
ity topography from SS precursors along with shear velocity from 
a global shear velocity model, there are only a few, scattered loca-
tions consistent with the signal of water as predicted by mineral 
physics. The amount of water indicated is around 0.6 wt.% consid-
ering both the 410 and 660 km discontinuity topography and shear 
velocity in these locations. These results indicate that the mantle 
transition zone is generally dry, containing around one ocean of 
water.
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